Abstract. With the extensive application of machine learning. Deep convolution neural network (DCNN) learning method is developed on the basis of a multi-layer neural network for image classification and identification of specially designed. It has been improved and applied for single image super-resolution problem and demonstrated state-of-the-art quality. In this paper, we presents a novel framework based on deep convolutional neural network to realize the multi-frame color images super-resolution. The system contains two parts, multi-frame Image pixel processing and structure design of DCNN. The prior information could be utilized during the image pixel processing. Experimental results prove its effectiveness and confirm out framework can be effectively applied to multi-frame color images super-resolution. The generated super-resolution image achieves a better restoration image quality compared to state-of-the-art methods.
Introduction
In many military, medical and civilian applications, high-resolution (HR) images are desirable and required. Image super-resolution (SR) is to overcome the resolution limitation of sensor and restore a high resolution images from single or multiple low resolution (LR) images. Super-resolution can be used in many areas like Medical imaging, Satellite imaging, Remote imaging, video surveillance. The key issue is to solve the inherent ill-possed problem.
Various techniques have been proposed in multi-frame images super resolution to handle this problem. The reconstruction based method is a kind of common methods. They are classified into two major parts: frequency domain algorithms and spatial domain algorithms. Foremost research in frequency domain algorithms by Tsai and Huang [1] . These methods are simple and computationally cheap. They are extremely sensitive to the image noise, limiting their use in the spatially invariant noise model. For spatial domain algorithms, seems to be the most widely and popular method in recent years which can perform directly on pixel. The representative research are as follows. The non-uniform interpolation-based methods: these methods have low computational cost. However, degradation models are not applicable in these methods if the blur and the noise are different for LR images. POCS (Projections onto convex set) method have advantage of simplicity, but they are non-uniqueness of solution. Besides, low convergence rate limit the speed of the iteration, and the computational load is heavy. IBP-based methods can restore HR image in a straightforward way and it can be used in complex motion models. The disadvantage is no unique solution in IBP methods. MAP [2] (Maximum a posterior) methods are kind of effective robust statistical methods. They are used for complex SR which the scenes contain multiple independently moving objects. Regularization-based methods [3] can solve the ill-posed regularization problem with prior information by the Bayesian approach. Spatial domain algorithms can lead to better SR reconstruction results than the frequency domain algorithms.
Learning-based SR algorithms [4, 5] are popular in single image super-resolution. They suppose the LR image is lost high frequency details from HR image. The lost details are estimated by learning the training dataset contains LR and HR images. Example-based method: Yang [6] proposed a sparse-coding-based method. Dong [7, 8] proposed a deep convolutional neural network for image super-resolution. This method learned end-to-end mapping from LR to HR images patches pairs, and achieves good restoration quality. This paper is organized as follows. In section II the CNN background is described. Mathematical backgrounds are given in order to define how the CNN can be used for resolution. In section III. The CNN based multi-frame image super-resolution framework is proposed formally. Also, the methods of multi-frame images pixel processing and CNN super-resolution process are introduced. Before concluding, experiments are performed in order to discuss the quality and speed of the framework we proposed and compared with other state-of-the-art methods. Dataset used comes from Set5 (5 images) and Set 14(14 images).The conclusions and future works are discussed in section V.
Backgrounds of CNN
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a feed-forward back-propagation multilayer perceptron model. CNN works on a supervised back-propagation learning technique during the training phase of the network. CNN generally consists of input layer, convolutional layer, hidden layer and output layer. Each layer has multiple numbers of neurons, which vary according to the complexity of the network. The learning process takes place in the perceptron by altering the weight factors after each training epoch. Weight factors are adjusted accordingly by calculating the mean error of the expected result in contrary with the output result. The aim of training a neural network is to search for a set of weight factors which links the provided input with the expected output. The process of optimizing the number of hidden layers and amount of neurons used in each layer greatly affects the performance of the entire network.
Methods

Super-resolution system
In order to restore a HR image from multi-frame color images. An effective super-resolution framework based on deep convolutional neural network is proposed. The framework is shown in Fig.1 . In the process of image pixel processing, each LR image is simply a linear combination of the target (TR) image pixel values. The TR image is generated by the process of the cost function we will discuss in next section. In the process of CNN super-resolution, the training phase is added to the super-resolution. We learn the end-to-end mapping between the HR and TR image patches pairs in the training process. 
Multi-frame images pixel processing
In this work, we fused multiple color images to one target color image which contains all the measured frames ) 2 , 1 ( n n x k . First, let us denote the multiple low resolution (LR) images by
, and the target image by ) 2 , 1 ( n n t . The size of the LR image is
and size of the target image is
, L is upscale factor and it is a positive integer. Here, the target image can be viewed as an underling reference pixel grid (marked by gray borders), and the physical pixels acquired from single LR image marked by bold borders (see Fig.2 ). This frame is shifted a distance of k h and k v in horizontal and vertical directions respectively.
Then we put all the captured frame in a single vector ] , , , [ 
is a weighting coefficient under different parameters which shows the contribution of target pixels to LR frame pixels.
can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution over the target image pixels. k η represents additive noise samples and it is assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d). The target image can be produced by the following function:
where the function contains three terms, the first term calculates squared error between the LR pixels and target image pixels. Minimize this term can optimize the target image. The second term restores the frequency components of the fused process. fil Y is a high-pass filter, α is a weight to the high frequency filtration. Here, we make α = 1 and a Laplacian kernel for high-pass filtration process. The last term is a smoothing prior term, α and β can balance the proportion of the high-pass filtration process prior and the smoothing prior. From the analysis, large α and small weight β can get smoother but more blurred images. On the contrary, the restored image has better details because of the prior learned increased.
DCNN structure design
In recent learning-based image super-resolution algorithm research, feature choose and feature representation is an outstanding issues. Different features have been extracted in many algorithms such as raw image data, high-frequency information and image primitives. In convolutional neural networks, the end to end mapping must be well trained with sufficient number of training samples. As in Fig.3 , the first three layers of DCNN is used to restore HR which has the same structure as Dong's CNN network. Our operation is to recover HR image from the target image. In the learning of mapping F .The image patches extracted from target image are represented as high-dimensional vector. These vectors comprise a set of feature maps which are convolved by a set of filters.
where i is the i th convolutional layer, W is the filters , Bi represents the i th convolutional layer bias. The first two convolutional layers are followed by an rectified linear units (RELU). Thus the patches become: ) , 0 max(
We use the Mean Squared Error (MSE) between the ground truth images and the HR images as the reconstruction loss function. We use stochastic gradient descent with standard back propagation minimizing the loss function. Fig.3 shows the structure design of the framework we proposed.
Fig. 3. Structure design of the framework
Experiments and analysis
Data set and parameters design
For a fair comparison of these state-of-the-art quality methods such as SRCNN, K-SVD [9] , ANR [10] , NE+LLE [11] etc. We use the same training set (91 images) and test sets. The Set5 (5 images) and Set 14 (14 images) are used to evaluate the SR results. Besides, the size of the three convolutional layers are 1
. We set three convolutional layers parameters to be 1 f = 9, 2 f = 1, 3 f = 5, 1 n = 64, 2 n = 32. In the training part, we use the 91 images dataset as our training set. They can be decomposed into 24800 sub-images which are extracted from raw images with the same stride of 14 as Dong's work. Here, we first transform the color images into the YCbCr space. According to the CNN training experience, the training strategy in the framework we proposed are only applied on the Y channel, and Cb , Cr channels are upscaled by bicubic interpolation. We use the Caffe training package to implement the training process. As the framework we designed above. The testing multi-frame colorful images are obtained from Set5 and Set14 by a manual image degradation process. We use coordinate transformation and interpolation methods to rotate different angles of the image, and add low-pass filter and downsampling to acquire a set of LR images to verify the methods we proposed above.
Quality evaluation
We use the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and the visual effect of these images constitute the criteria. The formulates are defined as follow:
where image A is the restored HR image 
M is the number of pixels, a and b are pixels of their images. PSNR (peak-signal-to-noise ratio) is calculated from all three color channels in luminance, contrast and structure of an image. Luminance is the average pixel intensity. The contrast is the variance between the reference and distorted image, while structure is obtained by calculating the cross correlation of the two images. 
Results and Discussion
We compared our result of PSNR (dB) and running time(s) on Set5 and Set14 with other methods. Table 1 shows the details of the each comparison result of Set5 with the factor 3. Here, we only show the Set5 detail result and give the average result of Set 14 in Table 2 . We got the average PSNR 32.89 (Set5) and 30.63(Set14) in our method. In addition to quantitative evaluation, we also present some qualitative results in Fig.4 . The results demonstrate our SR method can lead to a good quality of the restored HR image. 
Conclusions
To sum it all, we have presented a multi-frame colorful images super-resolution method using a deeply-recursive convolutional network. We got the average PSNR 32.89 (Set5) and 30.63(Set14) in our method. The experimental result demonstrates that our CNN framework can be modeled to perform image super resolution, and it outperforms other super resolution methods. Besides, our framework can be applied to nature images of different kinds. Future work involves framework optimization and speed. More CNN training methods and prior acquisition optimization methods will be tried to apply in our framework to improve the quality of restoration. In addition, the running speed of the SR process is an important problem to be solved. We will improve the framework to be expanded to tackle real-time multi-frame images SR reconstruction problems in future.
